On the role of global and local visual information in goal-directed walking.
The aim of the present study was to determine what interactions occur between the visual information available to walking subjects in the global optical flow and those of a more local nature relating to the dilation rate of a target on the retina. A goal-directed walking task was used in which thirteen subjects were asked to stop spontaneously as near as possible to a stationary target. The experiment was carried out in a special room, by means of a texture flow generator with which the velocity and direction of the optical flow arising from the ground were varied. Twelve experimental conditions were tested, involving various combinations of target size and texture velocity. The results show that with both of the targets, modifications to the global flow significantly affected the subjects' performances (walking speed and time-to-contact with the target upon braking) in the fast-approaching texture situation, but not in the receding or slowly-approaching situations. The results are discussed as to what they reveal about the visual strategies used by an actively moving observer to anticipate a collision with a stationary target.